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The signs and symptoms of war 

To explain, an individual should know that an element can be anything taken out of context of a healthy 

moderation balance in society or societies.  The element taken to the extreme is used to cause or show 

evidence that a war or situation of a war could cause or exist in society.  The extreme meaning 

moderation is excelled to a level that is no longer normal in the norm of society as healthy and causes 

conflict and harmful results are evident meaning murder or death occurs as a result.  Elements that are 

usually a target are religion, sexual orientation, human rights (choices taken away), health) anything 

taken to the extreme. 

Signs are the awareness to the visual and also heard – It is the threat.  

Symptoms are the actual happening of the threat that leads to the outcome of war. These are not 

always visual and not always heard- it’s the planning or purpose of the signs.  To the viewer visual not 

always heard  - to the viewer visual at the time of the act happening or if the viewer is aware to the plan 

the plan or plan being acted out for an outcome for a benefit or non- benefit for an individual or 

individual (s) opposite in positive negative direction – the opposition – opposite play at first hand – 

opposite meaning on different sides of understanding looking for an outcome or result in different or 

same direction but actions separated.  For some the lateness of the report cannot be reported for death 

occurs. 

Explanations of war or blame citations that can cause it to escalate are misrepresented not fully 

evaluated statements that are taken out of context or context with a general meaning that can mean 

more than one thing, yet to the individual that states the statement the general meaning is not general 

but due to lack of knowledge in other cultural societies the meaning is misplaced to different meaning 

and language barriers are established whether or not the purpose was to be delivered for the specific 

meaning originally represented. Yet, done on purpose in some incidents to create or get a different 

reaction for a purpose that may be the originated and directed in a direction that can be altered to get a 

result for an advancement in specific direction whether positive or negative depending on the 

opposition side and maybe on the same side or opposite.  

Examples of anything can be used as a weapon: “Religious people cause war” it is NOT religious people 

that cause war its people that use it as a weapon. 

The elements throughout history were religion, sexual orientation, family status, and personal ethics.  

 

Note: This is a draft for discussion purposes- for discussion groups that may assign oneself or others an 

assignment to reach into the topic further in hopes that it brings a better day after tomorrow. 


